NOTE: 340B Health does not independently evaluate the services offered by Corporate Partners and does not endorse a particular Corporate Partner or service. In addition, this list is not an exhaustive list of all companies that provide 340B-related services. Rather, 340B Health intends for this list to be a resource for member hospitals to help them to evaluate the 340B-related services offered by some companies.
340B Health, a non-profit organization of over 1,300 hospitals in the 340B drug discount program, is pleased to share with you a compendium containing descriptions of each of our corporate partners.

340B Health has compiled this resource to enable our member hospitals to readily connect with the many corporate partners that provide products and services that directly benefit 340B hospitals. The compendium is organized into the five levels of 340B Health corporate partnership: Pinnacle, Diamond, Platinum, Gold, and Silver.

We think you will find the compendium to be an indispensable resource in getting valuable support in the many operational and implementation-related dimensions of 340B.

If you have any questions about this resource or about corporate partner opportunities, please contact Lee-Anne Gabrielli at (202) 552-5856 or lee-anne.gabrielli@340bhealth.org.

NOTE: 340B Health does not independently evaluate the services offered by Corporate Partners and does not endorse a particular Corporate Partner or service. In addition, this list is not an exhaustive list of all companies that provide 340B-related services. Rather, 340B Health intends for this list to be a resource for member hospitals to help them to evaluate the 340B-related services offered by some companies.
Pinnacle Partners
Macro Helix. Together...We got this!

When it comes to the complex world of 340B, you need more than a resource, you need a partner. Which is why at Macro Helix, we provide you with a smart, knowledgeable and helpful team that is with you every step of the way, making sure you have what you need to optimize your 340B program. It’s this combination of experience, expertise and innovation that has established us as a go-to resource for fully compliant 340B solutions, saving you time and helping you invest in the health of your community. From 340B programs for hospitals and retail chains to revenue management and Medicaid billing, our technology and expertise make it easier for you to deliver the much-needed care your patients deserve.

You need a collaborative partner who not only understands, but excels at 340B. You need a team of trusted experts that is with you every step of the way, you need Macro Helix because; Together...We got this!

Visit us at macrohelix.com to learn more.
PSG offers a highly differentiated suite of solutions enabling you to expertly manage your 340B program. Backed by our sophisticated qualification engine, our split-billing and contract pharmacy solutions lead the industry in compliance while maximizing savings. PSG also offers robust 340B consulting services that include traditional compliance and audit support as well as program optimization and procurement.

**340B Technology**

PSG 340B Link is a comprehensive 340B solution with a proven record of delivering best-in-class support through reporting and expertise to assist our clients in optimizing both savings and compliance. Our proprietary engine precisely and accurately qualifies prescriptions based on your organization’s unique needs to empower you to maximize savings from all pharmacies – including mixed-use, owned-retail, contract retail and contract specialty.

- Split-billing Software
- Contract Pharmacy Administration
- Patient Card Program

**340B Consulting**

PSG’s 340B Consulting provides regulatory compliance consulting to covered entities participating in the 340B program. The team consists of credible, experienced consultants committed to maximizing savings and simplifying the complexities of the 340B program.

- Program Optimization
- Complete Audit Support
- Strategic 340B Consulting

Are you ready to take your 340B program to the next level? Then contact PSG (800-687-4404) today so we can discuss how our tailored solutions can get you there.
340B Program Compliance. Are You Audit Ready?

As a pharmacist, clinic director, or C-suite executive, one of your top priorities is to provide safe and cost-effective care, and ensure regulatory compliance. RxStrategies’ 340BPlus Split Billing, CompliancePlus (Self-Audit Portal), Dashboard Analytics tools, Contract Pharmacy and Specialty Pharmacy solutions are key to a comprehensive and compliant 340B program.

With RxStrategies’ 340B CompliancePlus Audit Solution, you will be well-positioned to:

- Implement internal processes, controls and protocols that ensure program compliance for internal audits and review purposes.
- Promote the benefits of engaging a broad-based team in program compliance and support.

For more than a decade, RxStrategies has provided innovative solutions to assist pharmacy professionals in meeting the challenges of a compliant 340B Drug Pricing Program. Learn more at www.rxstrategies.com or contact 877-464-3879.
Expect MORE with Sentry

Since 2003, Sentry Data Systems has been providing healthcare organizations with data analytics and 340B management and compliance solutions, along with our Patient Data Intelligence Platform™, an unparalleled longitudinal database of de-identified patient data with 1,500 data fields and over 110 million unique records, to help you make better business decisions. We bring you MORE than just software solutions and technology — we deliver passion, expertise and partnership, every step of the way. And as a company always at the forefront of innovation, it’s both our opportunity and our responsibility to pair our solutions with a strong analytical team that helps you navigate complex waters and continue to deliver on your mission.

- **capture more** — optimize all possible benefits including eligible savings, patients and prescriptions
- **experience more** — 15+ years of support and expertise to deliver exceptional customer service and high-performing programs
- **know more** — turning real-time data into real-world evidence using our **proprietary Comparative Rapid Cycle Analytics™**
- **care more** — relentless investment in your success to help your organization achieve its goals and inspire the best care possible

Visit [www.sentryds.com](http://www.sentryds.com) for more info.
Powering Compliance & Savings

Industry innovator in managing 340B: SUNRx is a compliance-focused 340B administrator that helps covered entities – such as hospitals (critical access, sole community, children’s and disproportionate share hospitals), and Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs) to maximize 340B program so they can expand access to affordable medications for low-income and uninsured patients. SUNRx provides a compliant 340B solution, and helps covered entities achieve successful HRSA audit results.

Experience: SUNRx has been managing 340B programs since 2006, and has extensive pharmacy benefit management (PBM) and payer experience, and a best-in-market network of 340B contracted pharmacies. Its account teams are recognized by clients, channel partners and others as the most knowledgeable and customer-focused administrator in the industry. SUNRx helps its clients maximize their 340B program while complying with all 340B regulations, and is backed by the strength of parent company MedImpact Healthcare Systems, Inc., a trend-focused PBM.

Innovation: Our proprietary technology integrates lowest-cost solutions, real-time processing, highly advanced compliance/adherence protocols and a real-time 340B cash prescription program – allowing entities to pass along program savings to their low-income and uninsured patients.

A commitment to compliance: In times of heightened sensitivity to regulatory requirements, 340B eligible entities can trust SUNRx to help them achieve regulatory compliance. When choosing a 340B administrator, ensure they are focused on compliance, and will help guide your organization to meet the 340B program guidelines.

Flexibility: SUNRx’s 340B program can be implemented with any entity’s electronic medical record system, wholesaler, switch or willing network pharmacy to serve their patients. These options provide maximum flexibility and maximize financial benefits.

A complete solution: In addition to best-in-class 340B contract pharmacy management technology, SUNRx offers a split billing option, HRSA audit preparation and support, invoice analysis, and other services to manage their discount pharmacy programs.

A trusted partner: SUNRx is a corporate partner of 340B Health, and the exclusive 340B partner with 30 hospital associations. Using a hands-on approach, the SUNRx team collaborates closely with entities, providing industry-leading program design, implementation, regulatory expertise, and unparalleled customer support.

To learn more, please visit [www.sunrx.com](http://www.sunrx.com) or contact Cary Green, Director of Sales at cgreen@sunrx.com or (858) 226-8189.
Verity Solutions is a leader in 340B services. We understand the importance of maintaining and growing the hospital's relationship with both independent and chain pharmacies in your community. With increasing complexity and demand for audit preparedness, it’s more important than ever to have the right solution…and the right partner. Are you satisfied with the level of support you receive from your current vendor?

Since 2002, Verity has helped Covered Entities address their 340B program needs - all while maintaining an exemplary HRSA-compliant audit record. We’re ready to provide your organization with industry leading solutions that take advantage of every savings opportunity while maintaining compliance and audit readiness.

Verity is your one-source solution for:

- Split Billing
- Contract Pharmacy
- Specialty Pharmacy
- Audit and Compliance Services
- Compliance Manager
- Purchase Analytics
- 340B Registration Assistance

Hundreds of health systems rely on the Verity 340BTM software platform, which is constantly updated with the latest features and business rules to comply with ongoing regulatory changes. If you would like more information, please visit www.verity340b.com or call us at 1.800.581.1378.
Wellpartner is a leading provider of 340B Drug Pricing Program services. We also offer provider and patient centric specialty pharmacy services via our URAC accredited pharmacies. Our services are finely tuned toward optimizing our clients’ programs through; industry leading compliance, the unique ability to unlock specialty prescriptions from exclusive networks, access to over 60,000 pharmacies, and easy to implement data interfaces. Our goals align with our clients’, as we work together to stretch scarce Federal resources as far as possible, reaching more eligible patients and providing more comprehensive services. Today, hundreds of covered entities, ranging from large disproportionate share hospitals to small clinics, trust Wellpartner to optimize their 340B programs and serve their patients.
340Basics is at the forefront of healthcare technology. We deliver a secure software solution that provides a compliant 340B eligibility and virtual inventory management system to eligible healthcare providers, pharmacies, and managed care plans.

In addition to our 340B Software Solution, we offer audit and consulting services within our Assent Consulting division, allowing our clients to navigate the complex, 340B landscape with confidence and peace of mind.

340Basics understands the different needs that arise from our diverse customers, it is why we have developed our software and consulting services to be adaptable and customizable to each of our client’s needs.

We are the leaders in our field. Contact us to learn more about how 340Basics or Assent can assist your organization operate a compliant and efficient 340B program.

888-356-6225
www.340Basics.com
info@340Basics.com
Let us show you how you can leverage our extensive pharmacy network, our specialty and mail order pharmacy partners and our cash card solution to help further your mission and make your 340B vision a reality. We’ll show you how we’re meeting the needs of health centers, hospitals, retail pharmacies and managed care organizations with a new approach to service that puts you at the center of all we do. For more information, please visit www.capturerx.com.
With both HRSA and drug manufacturer audits on the rise the pressure is increasingly mounting to run a fully compliant 340B program. Knowing that it is not “if” but “when” your facility will be audited, we know there is a smarter way forward.

Comprehensive Pharmacy Services (CPS) understands this fact. We have been the leader in managing and assessing 340B programs since the program was established in 1992. No one knows more about the intricacies of managing a compliant 340B program than CPS. With our proprietary software, 340B SMART, and our consulting and compliance services, your facility will be prepared for any upcoming audits. Our audit and compliance services ensure that your program is generating the most savings for your organization and stays in full compliance over the long term. To learn how you can SMART-ly manage your 340B program, visit www.cpspharm.com today!
Ponaman Healthcare Consulting offers custom solutions to expand healthcare to our nation’s neediest. As nationally recognized 340B experts, we pride ourselves in providing outstanding customer service and maintaining relationships beyond program implementation. Here’s how Ponaman can help you develop, implement, optimize, and maintain your 340B program:

- **340B Assessments**
  - Assess entities for 340B Program eligibility, compliance, and efficiency and savings opportunities
- **340B Regulatory Compliance**
  - Guide clients through complicated regulations and program changes
- **340B Program HRSA Audits**
  - Partner with clients throughout the HRSA audit process to ensure optimal outcomes
- **Ongoing Technical Support**
  - Collaborate with clients to ensure 340B goals and objectives are met

Call us today at 480-421-9965 or visit [www.ponamanhc.com](http://www.ponamanhc.com) to get started on building or strengthening your 340B Program.
SCL 340B CARE is a complete solution that addresses every aspect of 340B program administration while reducing the burdens associated with 340B administration. The comprehensive suite of services is offered both as a complete package or as a la carte customization based on specific program needs. Each element has been designed to meet the specific administrative requirements of each covered entity. Available services include (but are not limited to):

- Real-Time 340B Verification and 340B NCPDP Coding Within the Pharmacy Transaction at the point of sale
- Real-Time HL7 patient information feeds
- Sliding Fee pharmacy benefit designs and adjudication
- Total Pharmacy Coordination
- Third Party Capture and Liability Identification Technology
- Advanced Reporting Options

We provide 340B management and network development nationwide for Not-for-Profit, Disproportionate Share Hospitals (DSH), Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC) and all other 340B qualified entities. Our technology and administration provides eligible entities the ability to offer more patients access to lower drug costs while reducing administrative expenses. Coupled with SCL 340B CARE’s team of dedicated and highly-experienced 340B professionals, every entity is provided the highest levels of expertise and capability in the industry today. While most organizations will claim advanced capabilities, we understand the complex requirements of successful 340B administration ... and it starts with CARE. For more information, please visit www.SCL340BCARE.com
Trellis Rx partners with health systems by funding, building, and operating hospital-based outpatient specialty pharmacies under the health system’s brand. Hospitals working with Trellis Rx experience faster specialty pharmacy growth, better patient clinical outcomes, higher physician satisfaction, improved financial performance, and no upfront capital outlays. Further, Trellis Rx works on behalf of hospitals to gain access to limited distribution drugs, engage payers to negotiate in network reimbursement, and manage 340B compliance.

For more information, visit Trellis Rx at www.trellisrx.com or contact Andy Maurer at 617-216-7021 or amaurer@trellisrx.com.
Visante's focus is to help covered entities prepare for a HRSA 340B Program audit. Our stem to stern assessment reduces financial risk and identifies compliance issues that jeopardize your 340B Program.

Visante’s professional teams are composed entirely of experienced executives and clinical professionals who have a thorough understanding of today’s healthcare complexities and technologies.

**340B Drug Discount Program Consulting Service Options**

- Comprehensive 340B Program Assessment and Integrity Audit Readiness Review
- Contract Pharmacy Independent External Audits
- Contract Pharmacy Analysis and Implementation
- Split Billing Vendor Selection, Configuration, Implementation, and Audit
- Internal Audit Support Services
- On-Site HRSA Audit Support
- 340B Program Optimization
- Annual Recertification Support
- Ambulatory and Retail Accounts Reconciliation Support
- Drug Diversion Prevention

**Comprehensive Pharmacy Consulting Services**

- Specialty Pharmacy Development and Implementation
- Drug Diversion Prevention
- Employee Prescription Benefit Management
- Medication Reconciliation
- Meds-to-Beds Program Development
- Ambulatory Pharmacy Services Assessment
- Pharmacy Department Opportunities Assessment

Our 340B support services are framed entirely around covered entity compliance. We welcome the opportunity to discuss your 340B Program needs in more depth.

To learn more, please contact: 866-388-7583 Ext.1 or acolumbo@visanteinc.com
Platinum Partners
AmerisourceBergen is driving innovative partnerships with global manufacturers, providers and pharmacies to improve product access and efficiency throughout the healthcare supply chain. As part of the largest global generics purchasing organization, the leading specialty pharmaceutical services provider and the partner with more community and health system pharmacy relationships than any other—we’re well positioned to help healthcare organizations capitalize on the dynamic changes in healthcare. From product commercialization and distribution to pharmacy, provider and manufacturer solutions, we’re working with stakeholders every day to enhance patient care.

AmerisourceBergen. Where knowledge, reach and partnership shape healthcare delivery.

With over $135 billion in annual revenue, AmerisourceBergen is headquartered in Valley Forge, PA, and employs approximately 18,000 people. AmerisourceBergen is ranked #16 on the Fortune 500 list. For more information, go to www.amerisourcebergen.com.
Specialty medications are an important area for 340B programs. Accredited by ACHC and URAC, Avella Specialty Pharmacy frequently collaborates with qualified 340B hospitals and healthcare organizations to provide access to more affordable medications while maintaining unwavering focus on clinical excellence, patient education and premier service.

Avella offers:

- Excellent access to limited distribution medications
- Premier clinical support and adherence programs
- Ability to fill over 90% of specialty medications
- Customer satisfaction ratings over 95% (in an independent survey)

Avella helps navigate the complex compliance, audit and inventory requirements of the 340B program, with policies and procedures to mitigate these risks, including:

- Verifying patient eligibility
- Preventing duplicate discounts for Medicaid-eligible prescriptions
- Storing all data needed for audits with regard to purchases, patient eligibility, prescription records and billing

Please visit www.avella.com/340b, follow us on Twitter @AvellaRx, or contact Nancy McCutcheon at Nancy.Mccutcheon@avella.com to learn more.
With expert 340B solutions and proven specialty pharmacy services, Avita Pharmacy brings your organization a custom, compliant, and efficient 340B program.

Our 340B Solutions include:

- Contract and onsite pharmacy
- 340B program administration
- Dedicated account management
- Custom data reporting
- Policy assistance
- Adherence reporting
- PBM services
- Inventory replenishment model
- Expertise in HIV, PrEP, HCV, & LGBTQ+ Care

As a specialty pharmacy, we provide clinical expertise, prior authorization support, and unmatched care for our patients.

The health and wellness of our patients, support of our partners, and betterment of our communities is at the heart of everything we do. We serve our patients and providers with commitment and excellence through exceptional service and comprehensive solutions to help you focus on what matters most—patient care.

Please visit our website at www.avitapharmacy.com to learn more about how you can become “340B Solved!”
BioPlus Specialty Pharmacy’s innovative technology-based program 340B Insights offers BioPlus’ 340B partners key support resources to maximize their 340B program while maintaining compliance.

340B Insights provides:

- 24/7 access to a provider portal where the prescription fulfillment process can be monitored from beginning to end,
- A robust data analytics portal to run reports, monitor compliance and provide audit support.
- A time-saving hub solution so providers can send all prescriptions to be managed by BioPlus and, if needed, triaging of prescriptions can be targeted within the entity’s contract pharmacy network or be quantified and tracked if triaging outside the network is needed so that rightsizing network optimization can be achieved.

BioPlus Specialty Pharmacy is a leading independent, national specialty pharmacy and the first and only specialty pharmacy to offer a two-hour turnaround from referral to patient acceptance. Our company celebrates 28 years of innovative excellence in specialty pharmacy, working closely with payers and the pharmaceutical industry, as well as with prescribers and 340B programs to get prompt treatment for patients, and directly supporting our patients nationwide to achieve optimal health outcomes. We provide a complete range of specialty services, including for hepatitis C, cancer, multiple sclerosis, and other complex, chronic conditions. BioPlus, a privately-held, pharmacist-owned company based in Altamonte Springs, Florida, is accredited by URAC, VIPPS, and ACHC with a Distinction in Oncology. For more information, please visit www.bioplusrx.com.
Let us be your partner.
Navigating the world of 340B is a complex journey. A partner with experience and knowledge can help. Our subject matter experts in 340B distribution, implementation, compliance consulting services and Community Health Centers can help you focus on which services can best fit your needs.

Learn more about how the dedicated 340B and Community Health Center teams at Cardinal Health can provide a clear and comprehensive evaluation of your facility’s program – and help you protect your hospital’s critically important program savings. Visit our website at Cardinalhealth.com/340bservices to learn more.

Set up time with one of our 340B or Community Health Center team members today. Email us at GMB-340BMarketingTeam@cardinalhealth.com.
CHAN Healthcare (CHAN) is dedicated to advancing healthcare organizations through our comprehensive internal audit and consulting services. With our deep industry knowledge and collaborative approach, we identify opportunities and tailor innovative solutions to manage risk and solve complex challenges in today’s changing healthcare climate. CHAN provides internal audit and consulting services to numerous health systems covering over 5,500 healthcare entities nationwide.

340B Services include:

- Independent audits
- HRSA audit readiness
- Savings analyses/estimations
- Lost opportunity analyses
- Policy and procedure reviews

CHAN Healthcare recognizes the importance of taking a proactive, comprehensive approach to identifying and mitigating risks that may affect a 340B program and understands the challenges that arise during program growth and implementation. A typical CHAN audit uses robust data analytics for the ancillary outpatient areas and retail and contract pharmacies to test complete dispensation data and provide the most comprehensive picture of program performance.

Our 340B audit results are truly differentiated as they identify program weaknesses and issues of noncompliance at a granular level, providing actionable detail to support targeted resolution. We have years of experience working with various covered entity types, large and small contract pharmacies, unique configurations, and a range of implementation approaches. This experience enables us to identify potential risks and program weaknesses quickly, resulting in targeted discussions and impactful solutions.
When eligible patients fill prescriptions at pharmacies outside your network, you become further removed from their patient care.

This is where we can help.

Equiscript is a pharmacy services management company. We work with covered entities to build and manage 340B home delivery pharmacy programs that help you serve more high-risk, high-need patients while at the same time generating savings that help you extend care into your community.

Equiscript has a proprietary system for finding lost patients who aren’t using your in-house or contracted pharmacies, and offering them home delivery of their medications, coupled with personalized care. We are not a TPA or a pharmacy; we are a service company that creates a home delivery pharmacy option to complement your existing pharmacy network. Home delivery is an excellent choice for your patients. Studies show that patients on maintenance medications are more adherent with prescription regimens when they have home delivery of their medications.

Covered entities need to stretch every resource to extend care into their communities. Equiscript can help you recognize additional resources, while also keeping high-risk, high-need patients healthier and happier.

Contact us at 800-975-2951 or info@equiscript.com for a free personalized prospectus of how our program can benefit your organization. Follow us @Equiscript or visit www.equiscript.com.
Maxor currently provides pharmacy consulting, management, staffing, information systems and purchasing expertise to a multitude of 340B entities, including Disproportionate Share Hospital (DSH) systems, as well as Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC’s), Consolidated Health Centers (CHC’s) and children’s hospitals. Additionally, Maxor provides third party administration services for a number of covered entities and 340B contract pharmacies.

Maxor has over 15 years of experience implementing 340B pharmacies and pricing programs. From procurement and pharmacy management to 340B auditing, Maxor has a proven track record of success when it comes to ensuring that our clients’ programs are set up and managed according to all applicable laws and regulations. For more information, visit [www.maxor340bprogram.com](http://www.maxor340bprogram.com) or [www.maxor.com](http://www.maxor.com).
Does your PCPs refer patients to outside specialists? Do you include resulting prescriptions in your 340B program? Prescriptions written for 340B patients by outside specialists are often excluded from 340B programs because ensuring regulatory compliance is risky and complicated - until now.

**Introducing par8o 340B Referral Capture.** 340B Referral Capture captures 340B benefits for patients no matter who they need to see or where they need to go. By ensuring that encounter notes written by outside specialists are made available to the CE after a specialist referral, you’ve got audit-ready documentation and a way to increase 340B savings. How do we do it? Learn more by visiting [learn.par8o.com/340b-referral-capture](http://learn.par8o.com/340b-referral-capture).

Brought to you by par8o, the market leader in referral management.
PDMI is a national 340B administrator, providing 340B programs designed around regulatory compliance, comprehensive reporting, and timely inventory replenishment. We have assisted numerous Covered Entities and their Retail and Contract Pharmacy partners with 340B program start-up or expansion, allowing them, and their patients, to realize the benefits and savings that the 340B program intended.

PDMI can assist you and your current or potential pharmacy partner with a feasibility analysis which results in a specific illustration of your 340B program prior to going live. This simulation provides you, as the Covered Entity, a view of your 340B savings, and the data to permit you and your pharmacy to negotiate, or monitor, a fair dispense fee.

We would appreciate the opportunity to discuss your program with you. For more information on PDMI’s 340B program, please visit us at www.pdmi.com/340B.
Pharmacy Healthcare Solutions (PHS) offers consulting expertise and business support to healthcare providers of all shapes and sizes. Our consultants support hospital leadership and clinical staff with all of the challenges of today’s healthcare delivery in mind – patient safety, rising costs, decreasing budgets, personnel shortages, and regulatory compliance.

Engagements are tailored to clients’ particular needs and are scalable to grow as required. Our extensive knowledge of health systems includes expertise with: ambulatory care, specialty pharmacy program development, supply chain efficiency, 340B implementation and compliance, patient assistance programs and pharmacy staffing support. For more details, go to www.pharmhs.com.
R&S is committed to providing the best supply chain option, whether it is primary or secondary, to meet your 340B and non-340B pharmaceutical and medical supplies needs. R&S Northeast can also meet your Unit Dose HIV/AIDS and diabetes medication needs. Check us out at www.RSNortheast.com or call us at 800-626-0208 find out how we can partner in your success.
340B is complicated. ScriptPro can help.

ScriptPro’s automated, super-intelligent 340B engine qualifies and processes prescription data to give you the confidence to tackle this complexity. Our 340B Management Package delivers configurable, real-time accuracy today, not tomorrow. Constant analytics monitor and clean data to ensure compliance and program integrity. Together, we are the future of pharmacy.

Learn more at www.scriptpro.com, or call us at 808.673.9068.
Gold Partners
ProviderPay’s 340BDirect platform supports over 8,000 pharmacies in connecting with covered entities to support the 340B program in the communities they mutually serve. Much like covered entities use 340B administrators to manage their programs, pharmacies use 340BDirect to do the same, to help create a more stable, sophisticated pharmacy relationship committed to the 340B program long term.

The 340BDirect platform provides contract pharmacies the systems, tools, and controls needed to more efficiently manage their 340B programs and to assist covered entities in standardizing access to those pharmacies. 340BDirect supports both covered entities and their 340B administrators in streamlining the program and adding additional compliance while extending care and savings.

Visit [340bdirect.com](http://340bdirect.com) for more information.
Consider American Health Care for all your 340B needs. We help your patients and outcomes be their healthiest.

**American Health Care’s Services:**

- 340B Drug Programs
- Pharmacy Benefit Management
- Population Health Management

**Experience Our Program**

- Complete 340B Support with no hardware, software, or other up-front costs
- Significant and Sustained Savings through improved patient access to prescription medications
- Uninsured Patient Advocacy through our Affordable Medications Program which provides discounts on non-340B medications and other in-store promotions
- Improved 340B Drug Access through a national network of 340B pharmacies
- Complimentary 340B Virtual Inventory Solution requires no hardware, software or investment costs

**About American Health Care**

- A premiere 340B provider to health centers and hospitals nationwide
- Three decades of award-winning evidence based healthcare
- Specialized 340B programs
- Customized 340B pharmacy networks
- A national pharmacy benefit manager, managing over 3 million lives nationwide
- Improved Ashville model population health management sites in 49 states.
- Complete population health management from the chronically ill to the healthy.
- Proprietary DOCS™ technology provides patient health records and creates a road map for patient care.

For additional information, please contact:

American Health Care
340Beyond@americanhealthcare.com
BriovaRx is a leading specialty pharmacy services company dedicated to helping administer and deliver high-quality, cost-effective specialty pharmacy care. BriovaRx combines technology, data and expertise to provide educational resources, 24/7 pharmacy support and trusted advice to the individuals, caregivers and care teams we serve. Our pharmacy, clinical and business experts work closely to ensure that every patient gets the personalized support they need to manage their complex conditions and medication therapies. For more information, please visit www.briovarx.com.
Coordinated Care Network Pharmacy is a proactive 340B Contracted Pharmacy that provides a proven specialty home delivery service model to 340B Covered Entities and their patients. We specialize in 340B pharmacy solutions that result in significant patient adherence and retention outcomes and industry leading 340B regulatory compliance.

By using CCN, Covered Entities are able to:

- Receive 340B discounts on drug purchases
- Provide significant discounts to uninsured patients
- Increase convenience and patient compliance

CCN provides:

- Specialty pharmacy fulfillment
- Adherence tracking and reporting
- Monthly patient refill reminders
- 24/7 access to CCN pharmacists
- One-on-one care representative for every patient
- Customized home delivery services

For more information about CCN Pharmacy, call 1-877-301-2526, email Dave Giannangeli at djg@ccnpharmacy.com or visit our website at www.coordinatedcarenetwork.com
Representing 220 children’s hospitals, we are the voice of children’s hospitals nationally. The Children’s Hospital Association (CHA) advances child health through innovation in the quality, cost and delivery of care with our children’s hospitals. We work with member hospitals to develop forward-thinking solutions for child health and children’s health care backed by 50 years of collaboration. We focus our collective efforts in areas of greatest impact and aggregated strength: policy, quality and safety best practices, and analytics to inform decision-making of clinicians, policy-makers, payers and providers.

We create a learning environment, peer networks and communication channels that enable children’s hospitals to share and learn with each other and from innovators within and outside of the health care industry. Additionally, through partnerships and alliances with other hospital, physician and child health organizations, we leverage the collective influence of member hospitals to benefit child health and children’s health care. Working together with our members as a unified, national voice for the nation’s pediatric programs fulfills our shared mission of being champions for children’s health. For more information, please visit our website.
CompleteRx is a leading provider of innovative hospital pharmacy management solutions to acute care hospitals. Our experienced team serves hospitals nationwide, offering guaranteed performance commitments for regulatory compliance, nursing satisfaction and customized pharmacy specific metrics.

- **Pharmacy Management**
  
  CompleteRx is a full service pharmacy management provider. We guarantee savings and financial performance thru a capitated fee structure. CompleteRx is at-risk and accountable for drug cost increases, drug shortages, pharmacy staff recruiting, and PRN needs.

- **Transitional (Interim) Leadership**
  
  CompleteRx Transitional leaders are proven hospital pharmacy experts who provide immediate, stable leadership while a hospital recruits for a permanent Director of Pharmacy.

- **Performance Improvement Consulting Services**
  
  ✓ Risk Management Safety
  ✓ Technology Integration
  ✓ Operational Efficiencies
  ✓ Cost Containment and Revenue Management
Founded in 2000, Curant Health treats tens of thousands of patients throughout the United States every year through its medication management protocols and supports its provider partners with its award-winning EMR, MedPlan. Our personalized 340B medication management programs are proven to increase adherence and reduce admissions for chronically ill patients. Additionally, our programs have produced better patient outcomes and have earned us top Pharmacy Star Ratings with PrescribeWellness. For more information, please contact Patrick Dunham, President and Chief Executive Officer at 770-833-1258 or pdunham@curanthealth.com.
Diplomat provides back end services to existing outpatient pharmacies that want to build out an outpatient specialty pharmacy. We help to complete back end services such as patient on-boarding, patient adherence programs, prior authorization and appeals support, funding assistance on the behalf of your pharmacy. These back end services are branded as your organization. You would dispense the medication and we would handle the support.

Also, as a 340B contract specialty pharmacy, Diplomat partners with qualified covered entities to optimize specialty pharmaceutical access and savings. Our team has been working with many hospitals and medical centers nationwide and providing them with an analysis of potential 340B program savings and evaluating current 340B programs.

We work with all third party administrators, wholesalers and other specialty pharmacies across the nation in a coordinated effort to help pharmacies like yours maximize savings.

We’d appreciate the opportunity to learn more about your initiatives and share greater detail on Diplomat’s hospital-focused capabilities as well as share some examples of existing partnerships we have in place. For more information, please visit www.diplomat.is or contact Melissa Mayer at 810-768-9098 or mmayer@diplomat.is.
As Pharmacy Directors and 340B Coordinators, what resources you have are likely dedicated to compliance and maintenance of your 340B program. But, what about optimization? Most hospitals allocate at least some resources to 340B data reviews for missed opportunities but have you ever wondered:

- What am I missing?
- What do others know that I don’t?
- Without expanding my 340B Program, is there efficiency that can be gained to reduce our cost of drug acquisition?

ELEVATE340B finds opportunities in 75% of all engagements and this takes place AFTER issues known by the hospital are addressed through the hospital’s best review efforts. **How could your program use those savings?**

ELEVATE340B provides access to experienced pharmacy directors, pharmacists, pharmacy technicians and data analysts, all of which have significant 340B program experience to assist you in reviewing data. There is no fixed cost because the service is contingency based. We must drive the savings to you in order to be paid, and we are not paid until you receive the savings. There is no fee to be budgeted.

**Are you ready to be a 340B savings hero?**

Request a case study from jeff@elevate340b.com to find out what our clients are realizing in 340B savings through the ELEVATE340B service. To learn more about ELEVATE340B, go to www.elevate340b.com.
Health Management Associates is a consulting firm operating in 12 states and specializing in the fields of health system restructuring, health care program development, health economics and finance, program evaluation, data analysis, and health information technology and exchange matters. HMA is widely regarded as a leader in providing technical and analytical services to health care purchasers, payers, and providers, with a special concentration on those who address the needs of the medically indigent and underserved. HMA has provided technical support and policy analysis on 340B for more than a decade to hospitals, FQHCs, HRSA, foundations, Medicaid agencies, and corrections organizations. Our staff include many Medicaid and CHIP directors and other high level officials, policy and regulatory leaders from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, and experts in Medicaid pharmacy procurement and policy, employer sponsored pharmacy benefits and PBM services, 340B implementation and operation, and more. For more information, please click here.
Huron Healthcare’s team of seasoned professionals brings the most complete 340B consultation and implementation services available, drawn from more than 75 engagements. Nationwide, we have helped 340B pharmacies realize more than $150 million in annual savings.

Our 340B experts understand the intricacies, opportunities, and potential pitfalls of the 340B program. We have extensive experience in all aspects of 340B operations including inventory management, ordering processes, extraction files, charge code mapping, eligibility criteria, reconciliation mechanisms, compliance requirements and audit trials. Our solution also includes a rigorous audit of operations with benchmarks against industry best practices.

Our expertise, combined with our unique, multi-disciplinary approach, creates unparalleled value and sustainable results for the organizations we partner with. We also have a strong focus on education and training for all 340B stakeholders, which is critical for sustaining a high-performing program.

To learn how Huron Healthcare can deliver significant 340B performance improvement for your organization, visit us on the web at www.huronconsultinggroup.com/healthcare or contact one of our professionals at 866-229-8700.
As a recognized leader in pharmaceutical distribution services, we are fully committed to delivering premier quality and industry leading innovation. We offer the following services:

- Leading technology solutions
- Unique barcode solutions
- Unequaled inventory levels
- Advanced internet applications
- Valued partnerships

For more information, please visit www.morrisdickson.com
Enabling a Smart and Cost Effective Approach to 340B Program Management

PharmaForce provides the most advanced solutions to help our clients navigate and execute their 340B programs. PharmaForce 340B solutions were created to improve the overall 340B program execution and benefits for covered entities, pharmacies, and patients. Our mission is to continuously provide reliable and flexible technology, improve customer service, and drive down administrative fees needed to support 340B programs. We encourage you to call 302-213-6990 or email info@thepharmaforce.com for more information.
About Powers
Powers Pyles Sutter & Verville has represented safety net providers and pharmacies participating in the 340B drug pricing program since the program’s inception in 1992. The firm’s practice is led by William von Oehsen, one of the primary architects of the 340B program who fought for the inclusion of safety net hospitals as covered entities eligible to access lower cost drugs.

Powers represents a diverse group of clients on 340B matters, ranging from safety net hospitals to federally-funded clinics to retail pharmacies and pharmacy-related vendors. The firm brings decades of experience advocating for safety net providers and their allies, testifying and advocating before state legislatures, state and federal executive branch officials and Congress.

Services and Specialties
Powers provides guidance on matters including, but not limited to, the following:

- 340B drug pricing program;
- Medicaid drug rebate program;
- Medicare Part D;
- Federal supply schedule, federal ceiling price and other federal drug acquisition laws;
- Robinson-Patman and Non-Profit Institutions Acts;
- Food and drug law;
- DEA registration;
- Prescription Drug Marketing Act;
- Medicare/Medicaid coverage and reimbursement of pharmaceuticals;
- Federal fraud and abuse laws such as Stark and anti-kickback.

Additionally, Powers has extensive experience representing hospitals, physicians and other providers on Medicare and Medicaid coverage and reimbursement matters, including hospital cost report issues, appeals before the Provider Reimbursement Review Board, provider-based determinations, managed care contracting and reimbursement-related litigation.

For more information, please visit www.powerslaw.com or contact 202-466-6550.

Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn
Premier is one of the nation’s largest performance improvement alliances of approximately 4,000 U.S. hospitals and 160,000 other providers. Using the power of collaboration and technology, we play a critical role in reducing costs and improving quality in the U.S. healthcare industry.

We bring together hospitals, health systems, physicians and other healthcare providers with the goal to lead the transformation to coordinated, high-quality, cost-effective care. Owned by healthcare providers, we operate a leading purchasing network and also maintain clinical, financial and outcomes databases based on one in every three U.S. hospital discharges.

Helping our members reduce costs and improve quality, we offer an integrated platform of solutions that addresses total cost management, quality and safety improvement and population health management.
Use QS/1®'s NRx® Pharmacy Management System to manage single or multiple 340B programs. There is no need for a separate system, and QS/1 is an approved member of the 340B Prime Vendor Program. With QS/1, 340B programs are easy to set up. Create formularies and automatically reorder drugs from your wholesaler. Our customizable reporting meets the requirements of contract Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC), government and external auditors.

For more information on how QS/1 can ease audit worries for 340B, visit www.qs1solutions.com/340B-compliance, or call 866-537-1013.
RxPreferred Benefits is a leading provider of transparent 340B Administration and Pharmacy Benefit Management programs to hundreds of hospitals and health centers nationwide. As a national provider of pharmacy benefit services, we deliver unique flexibility in managing 340B point of sale pricing, eligibility, reporting, and auditing. Our customized solution offers complete 340B program support including access to specialty pharmacy services, turnkey contract pharmacy support, access to our national network of 340B pharmacies and comprehensive 340B reporting with virtual inventory management tools. For more information please contact 340b@rxpreferred.com or 888-666-7271.

www.rxpreferred.com | Twitter | LinkedIn
StoneBridge Business Partners specializes in providing compliance auditing services to all types of organizations in the healthcare industry.

StoneBridge can help your organization by determining whether your program is working effectively and in accordance with 340B program requirements. We employ an audit program and process that mirrors that employed by HRSA, and addresses the significant areas of compliance for covered entities of any type or size. Our experience as internal and compliance auditors provides us with the skill and insight necessary to identify weaknesses in your existing policies, procedures and internal controls and to assist it the design and implementation of a plan for strengthening your organization and help to ensure compliance.

We look forward to having the opportunity to assist your organization in meeting their compliance needs. Please visit our web site at https://stonebridgebp.com/services/340b-auditing-services/, or reach out to Tom Niles or Jim Marasco directly at 1.888.247.9764.
The Advis Group. Your smart healthcare consultants.

Since 1985, The Advis Group (formerly known as Murer Consultants, Inc.) has been a team of experienced legally-based consultants. We collaborate with hospitals, health systems, physician groups, and government to help providers navigate the complexities of the healthcare landscape. The Advis Group understands the “art of smart”. We use skill and creativity to provide meaningful help to our clients, working together seamlessly and transparently to build a vision. In fact, it’s our name. Expert advice. Extraordinary vision.

Expertise
Our consultants come with legal understanding when it comes to regulations and our breadth of services can expand over any issue—regulatory, operational improvement, bottom line enhancements and new revenue streams, among others. The Advis Group is a recognized leader in 340B benefit assessments, strategic development, and compliance assurance. Our 340B program services span across all covered entity types, including disproportionate share hospitals, children’s hospitals, FQHCs, community clinics, and contract pharmacies. The Advis Group offers:

- Independent 340B program audits;
- Initial 340B program feasibility assessments;
- Compliance oversight and management;
- HRSA/OPA audit support and resolution services;
- Registration and implementation;
- Split-billing software logic mapping;
- Administrative and pharmacy services contracts review;
- 340B education, training and orientation;
- Policy and procedures development;
- 340B financial review;
- 340B retail pharmacy review;
- Corrective action plans and manufacturer repayment and
- Voluntary disclosures

We continually apprise our clients of regulatory developments, assess the impact on the 340B program, and help plot responsive courses of action that ensure ongoing compliance with 340B regulations. Our work seeks to maximize program benefit, and minimize unnecessary administrative costs.

The Advis Group helps you go beyond just keeping pace with industry changes to ensure your move is not only right, but steps ahead of the pack; we can help your facility improve and provide you with the necessary steps to achieve full compliance while maximizing savings. For more information, visit theadvisgroup.com or contact us at 708-478-7030.
340B Independent Auditing: Through our experience supporting hospitals going through HRSA 340B audits (i.e., 38 on-site HRSA audit supports), previously managing 340B programs for our own hospitals, managing 340B programs for clients, providing over 500 annual independent 340B audits for numerous clients, and educating on 340B at multiple conferences and trainings nationally; we have a deep understanding of how to set-up and maintain a compliant 340B program. Let us help you do the same.

You can visit us at: turnkeyrxsol.com or contact us via email: contact@turnkeyrxsol.com or phone: 385-722-4340.
We are the nation’s largest member-owned health care services company. Backed by network-powered insights in the critical areas of clinical, operational and supply chain performance, Vizient™ empowers members to deliver exceptional, cost-effective care at every turn. Together with our members, we are fueling new business models and new approaches to care—all through the power of brilliant connectivity.

Vizient is all about building relationships for the greater good. We are unmatched in network contacts and data access, which uniquely position us to help members solve health care's most pressing challenges. For more information, please visit our website.
Silver Partners
It's virtual. It's automatic. It's precise. InfoPoint™ for 340B keeps track of what's available, what's ordered and generates the fastest true-up reconciliation in the industry.

**Integrity**
We are 100% committed to ensuring that our systems are unsurpassed. When we run your 340B program, rest assured that you are compliant.

**Dedication**
We are laser focused on bringing you the right features for managing your 340B program. With our single-minded focus on compliance and efficiency, you are working with a team of people who are fanatically dedicated to accuracy. And when you need us, we are a phone call away.

**Determination**
We never forget that we are all connected. Our system helps you be successful in a program that ultimately better serves all of our communities. To this end, we are determined to be "Best In Class"

For more information, please visit [www.340best.com](http://www.340best.com) or contact 609-919-6320 or [e.info@genex-consulting.com](mailto:e.info@genex-consulting.com).
The Alinea Group is an independent professional services firm consisting of pharmacists, clinicians, regulatory experts, former Big 4 audit professionals, healthcare consultants, and analysts who have spent the last 16 years assisting covered entities assess, design, implement, monitor, and optimize their 340B program and improve pharmacy performance.

Our 340B Expertise:

- Independent 340B Compliance Reviews and Integrity Audits
- 340B Implementation, Optimization and Strategy Services
- HRSA, Manufacturer, and State Medicaid 340B Audit Response and Corrective Action Plan Execution
- 340B HRSA Audit Preparation and Policy & Procedures Development
- Manufacturer 340B Material Breach Settlement Support and Analytics
- Pharmacy Charge Capture, Pricing Strategy, and Managed Care Consulting
- Specialty Pharmacy Contracting, Strategy, and Execution
- Health Facility Drug Diversion Compliance Review, Audit, & Risk Mitigation Program Development

Contact Us:
If you were unable to connect with The Alinea Group team, please reach out to us. You can contact us at info@alinea-group.com, call us at 1.866.535.7972.
What changes are in store for 340B in 2019? Is your 340B Third Party Administrator nimble enough to adapt? Do they share the perspective of a participating 340B covered entity?

For guidance through uncharted territory and to be ready in all situations, let ATRIA 340B by Hudson Headwaters be your resource and your partner. We have a new name, but offer the same great services.

- Third Party Administration
- Auditing Services
- Consulting

Take the guesswork out of 340B. As both a 340B vendor and a Federally Qualified Health Center participating in the program, we know what matters most and can help you ensure program compliance.

Give us a call (1-855-835-340B) or send us an email (atria340B@hhhn.org) to get started today.
EDAKPrime is a consulting firm with Dorothy Wong, R.Ph., M.S., 340B ACE as its principal. Ms. Wong has extensive experience in many hospital health system environments in the California market as Director of Pharmacy. She has experience in implementing 340B programs in such institutions and is a 340B Apexus Certified Expert. She is currently working as a consultant for firms specializing in 340B programs and administration with a special focus on Federal and California Medicaid applications. For more information, please contact Dorothy at dorothy@edakprime.com.
340B Monthly Compliance Review Service
Together we can take the complexity out of managing your 340B program. Our simple, remote 340B monthly compliance service provides a high touch solution, reducing your risk of noncompliance while maximizing your program benefit.

Reasons to partner with Health Enterprises:

- Satisfies HRSA recommendation for an independent annual audit
- Scheduled monthly review of report and program developments
- Substantial savings over the cost of most annual audits
- Frees hospital staff to focus on core operations
- Provides a comprehensive monthly compliance report
- Proactive approach to program management
- Program developed and overseen by pharmacists with 340B expertise
- Potentially eliminates the need to hire a 340B coordinator
- Expert analysis and recommendations
- Access to policies and procedures including self-auditing procedures
Integrated Pharmacy Services, Inc. offers a unique suite of 340B solutions that allow you to effectively manage your patient populations and optimize the benefits of the 340B drug purchasing program, while supporting compliance through challenging regulatory requirements. We provide you with unmatched guidance to ensure you can optimize 340B opportunities to improve your organization’s financial and clinical outcomes. With over 20 years in the 340B industry, IPS consultants provide a vast background of industry knowledge to achieving an integrated platform of pharmacy services.

Our comprehensive 340B solutions include:

- Tailored 340B compliance reviews
- Ongoing compliance reviews
- Full implementation guidance for newly eligible 340B hospitals
- Full implementation assistance in contract pharmacy
- Robust 340B contract pharmacy analysis
- Customized retail pharmacy assessments for all covered entity designations

For more information contact, please contact Rita Baskett, RPh, MBA/MHA at 704-408-1744 or www.ipsconsults.com.
340B Consultation and Audit Services

As the name implies, we serve a small number of clients. Services can be flexible based on each client’s 340B needs and objectives.

A 340B program can be managed but cannot be demystified or made simple. We provide services to relieve significant portions of the 340B management burden.

Specific Services:

- Risk audits, recommendations for corrective action, follow-up audits
- Consultation that includes other agency requirements, including CMS, FDA, DEA and FTC requirements
- Policies and Procedures are developed as required to meet covered entity needs.
  - Compliance with general 340B requirements
  - Compliance plans
  - Audit guides including self reporting and material breach standards
- Procedure development that extends to issues that indirectly affect the patient or entity definition.
- Corrective Action Plans

Experience Based Services:

- Business owner and primary consultant/auditor has been fully engaged in 340B as a federal program manager and private consultant, auditor and data manager since 1997.
- Decades of prior experience with electronic health information systems provide clients access to in-depth consultation and analysis of audit results.

Contact via Website: [http://www.glidewell340b.com/](http://www.glidewell340b.com/)
Keenan is a privately held insurance brokerage/consulting firm with extensive 340B experience in policy, auditing, analytics and pharmacy operations. Our team of experts can help you navigate the operational, financial and regulatory complexities of today’s 340B environment while enhancing program savings and clinical performance.

Keenan’s 340B Compliance and Management Solutions include:

- Compliance audits
- Self audit tools and protocol
- Financial and internal operational review
- Education and training

Learn how our 340B Compliance and Management Solutions can support your 340B needs by contacting: 340Bsolutions@keenan.com or 310.212.0363 ext 3235. You can visit our website at www.keenan.com.
Compliance doesn’t have to be like a game of whack-a-mole!

We can help you address the underlying causes of your 340B compliance challenges and keep new worries from popping up. Visit our website at www.patientcraft.com and complete the form on the homepage for more information. When you do, one of our 340B experts will reach out to discuss how to gain control over 340B compliance – for good.

PatientCraft is a healthcare consulting firm focused on the 340B drug pricing program. We understand that hospitals and health centers rely on 340B drug cost savings to expand care to patients, and we’re here to help! Our unique approach blends statistical, data-driven insights with deep 340B program expertise to optimize 340B program participation for covered entities. Find out more at www.patientcraft.com.
RCTECH is a pioneer in delivering a cloud based 340B management software helping leading healthcare customers who are participating in the 340B program to streamline their operations and lower their operational budget. We have been very successful in deploying our software in major Specialty Pharmacies, Hospitals and Covered Entities.

RCTECH provides a fully unified solution for building, deploying, and managing real-time data-centric architectures in an SOA, BI, and data warehouse environment. In addition, we combine all the elements of data integration—real-time data movement, transformation, synchronization, data quality, data management, Master Data Management and data services (Data Virtualization Capabilities) —to ensure that information is timely, accurate, and consistent across complex systems. For more information, please visit rctech.org or contact Raja Narayanasamy at rajnvr@rctech.org.
RPHI’s goal is to increase community and patient impact. We believe access to affordable drugs is the cornerstone to healthy communities. Aligning stakeholders can be complex and requires diverse expertise. Both of which are RPHI’s strength. We understand the importance of data quality and transparency. Through effective client, vendor, and distribution channels we collaborate frequently see greater than a 50% increase in identification of eligible claims and streamlined oversight processes.

RPh Innovations (RPHI) provides services that assist entities in stretching their limited resources and enhancing compliance with 340B Guidelines. Our solutions assist and enable those responsible for the 340B operations to do their job more efficiently which results in improved compliance and community value. We offer a comprehensive suite of solutions that address the majority entity 340B management responsibilities.

1) Third Party administration
2) Outsourced 340B operations
3) Electronic file management
4) Oversight facilitation
5) Audit of self-monitoring support

We invite you to discuss how we may help you improve your program. Please contact Renee Andreatta at randreatta@rphinovations.com or 630-963-0024 for more information.
At Rx|X our mission is clear: we are committed to maintaining the integrity and efficiency of your 340B Program while alleviating the uncertainty and stress surrounding rules and responsibilities.

Rx|X founders Dr. Madeline Wallack and Ms. Suzanne Herzog have dedicated their careers to 340B program. When we founded Rx|X in 2009 as a truly independent firm, our intention was to share our years of specialized knowledge with our clients. Our diverse industry experience includes senior-level positions with the Office of the Inspector General (OIG), subject matter experts for Apexus, technical support to entities via APhA, policy advisors to HRSA, academic research on 340B, and years of engagements with 340B entities.

Rx|X provides comprehensive audit services and compliance support to all 340B entities. We also offer education and training, business intelligence, policy analysis and position papers, dispute resolution and mock manufacturer audit services.

We work with your team and leadership differently! Here’s how:

- Our projects are designed to ensure entities exceed HRSA requirements and set the industry best practices.
- We help you understand all sides of complex issues & effectively communicate to leadership
- Work collaboratively through gray areas to arrive at defensible and documented practice
- Offer the full focus of a dedicated team with a strong point of view

For more information on how Rx|X can help you, please visit our [website](#), or contact our founders, Madeline Wallack at 612-801-0976 or Suzanne Herzog at 301-785-3312.